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In recent years, social networks have made significant progress and the number of people who use them to communicate is
increasing day by day. (e vast amount of information available on social networks has led to the importance of using friend
recommender systems to discover knowledge about future communications. It is challenging to choose the best machine learning
approach to address the recommender system issue since there are several strategies with various benefits and drawbacks. In light
of this, a solution based on the stacking approach was put out in this study to provide a buddy recommendation system in social
networks. Additionally, a decrease in system performance was caused by the large amount of information that was accessible and
the inefficiency of some functions. To solve this problem, a particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm to select the most
efficient features was used in our proposed method. To learn the model in the objective function of the particle swarm algorithm, a
hybrid system based on stacking is proposed. In this method, two random forests and Extreme Gradient Boosting (XGBoost) had
been used as the base classifiers. (e results obtained from these base classifiers were used in the logistic regression algorithm,
which has been applied sequentially.(e suggested approach was able to effectively address this issue by combining the advantages
of the applied strategies. (e results of implementation and evaluation of the proposed system show the appropriate efficiency of
this method compared with other studied techniques.

1. Introduction

In recent years, by the development of social networks,
individuals and organizations can easily interact with each
other. People can get their favorite connections in different
fields and share their knowledge as well. Most of the con-
nections that individuals are making on social networks exist
only in the virtual world and are not often accessible there. A
social network is a graph in which each node stands for a
person, group, or organization, and each link between nodes
depicts the relationships among them. Understanding and
describing the processes that create social interactions is one
of the fundamental problems in social network analysis. In
this regard, the problem of link prediction in social networks
states that two nodes in a network will be connected in the
near future or not[1].

One of the most important issues in social networks,
which leads to its superiority over other networks, is the
friend recommender system in it. In recent years, many
methods were proposed to suggest a friend recommender
system that had been used machine learning techniques and
artificial intelligence [2, 3]. (e performance of its methods
is not, however, clearly categorized in the area of machine
learning. (is is mostly because there are so many methods
and suggested adjustments in the literature. As a result,
choosing a proper machine learning algorithm is difficult
and confusing that fits the needs of the issue when devel-
oping a recommender system. (us, considering that each
machine learning method has its advantages and limitations,
an approach based on stacking technique is presented that
can combine the advantages of machine learning methods
and improve the results.
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Before moving on to the next phase of this study, a
review of earlier techniques is provided. (e different parts
of the research’s suggested system are then discussed. (e
outcomes of the system’s implementation are then examined
using a number of tests, and conclusions are provided at the
end.

2. Related Work

(e problem of link prediction, which first raised by Getoor
and Diehl, is presented as a problem of predicting the
presence of a link between two entities. (e prediction is
based on the properties of other objects and other observed
links [4]. (is is widely used in a wide range of real and
important areas, especially those involving the detection of
complex events from highly structured data [5]. A thorough
summary of link prediction in various networks was given in
a research by Daud et al. (e report gave thorough de-
scriptions of link prediction algorithms, cutting-edge
technology, programs, problems, and future research ob-
jectives. Besides, several directions for future research in the
field of link prediction in social networks were expressed [6].

In a research by Chen et al. [7], the encoder-LSTM-decoder
(E-LSTM-D) system is proposed as a new deep learning model
based on stacked long short-term memory (LSTM) in the
encoder-decoder architecture. (e various experiments per-
formed in this paper show that the E-LSTM-D model in
different datasets performs significantly better than the existing
dynamic link prediction methods. Behera et al. used potential
future linkages using a variety of machine learning algorithms,
including K-NN, MLP, bagging, SVM, and decision trees,
based on attributes retrieved from the topological structure.
(e performance of the proposed system of this research was
evaluated in terms of various criteria [8].

In a research by Chonghuan [9], to solve the problem of
sparsity of recommender systems, a new recommendation
method for social network using matrix factorization technique
proposed. In this method, users clustered and various complex
factors considered as well. (e simulation results showed that
the proposed socialized recommendation method based on
matrix factorization (SRM-MF) system performed better than
the methods available on the tested dataset. For instance, the
precision of the real dataset and the Book-Crossing dataset are
0.088 and 0.095, respectively, assuming the Hamming distance
is 20. While 0.073 and 0.086, respectively, represent the greatest
accuracy for other procedures used in similar circumstances,
Pecli et al.’s experiments were performed on three datasets
(Microsoft Academic Network, Amazon, and Flickr) that in-
cluded more than twenty different features, including topo-
logical features and domain-specific features. (e program
combines three feature selection strategies, six different clas-
sification algorithms (support vector machines (SVM),
k-nearest neighbors (K-NN), simple Bayesian, Classification
and Regression Tree (CART), random forest, and multilayer
perceptron) and three evaluation criteria (precision, F-measure,
and area under the curve).(eir research’s findings revealed an
intriguing relationship between the majority of the chosen
characteristics and the dataset. (e findings demonstrated that
using feature selection techniques to condense the feature set

produces better classification models than classifiers built using
the whole set of features [10]. In the paper by Manshad et al., a
new time series link prediction (TSLP) method based on ir-
regular cellular learning automaton (ICLA) and evolutionary
computation (EC) proposed. ICLA-EC had been used to an-
alyze network evolution through neighborhood dynamicity.
Based on experiments performed on different datasets, ICLA-
EC-TSLP achieved significant results (0.7212–0.8650) in AUC
criterion compared with other methods [11].

In Cai et al.’s research, a new link predictionmodel based
on line graph neural networks is proposed that achieves
good performance for the link prediction problem. Studies
on 14 datasets revealed that the suggested approach of this
study consistently outperformed all fundamental techniques
in terms of area under the curve (AUC) by identifying more
relevant features [12]. In the research of Parveen et al., the
friends’ recommendation system performed using different
types of machine learning algorithms, such as Random
Forest Classifier, XGBoost, Light GBM, and Cat Boost. (e
performance of the mentioned methods compared in F1-
score criteria, accuracy, recall, and confusion matrix. (e
results of this study showed that Random Forest and Light
GBM are less accurate than the XGBoost and CatBoost
algorithms. (e accuracy of the XGBoost and CatBoost
algorithms was the same and equal to 95% [13].

Kumar et al. proposed a friend recommendation system
that uses a random forest to advise a buddy. (e data col-
lection used in this study has 94,000 nodes. (e achieved
accuracy for this suggested model is 89%. It is stated that the
accuracy obtained in relation to the available hardware and
data volume is quite reasonable [14]. In the research of Murali
et al., a recommendation system presented in which each user
is offered the best research articles in this field. (is rec-
ommendation method is based on the individual queries and
similarities found from other users based on their queries.
(is recommendation system uses a collaborative filtering
approach and helps to avoid user time-consuming [15].

In the research done by ZhengWei et al. [16], a solution
based on XGBoost is proposed for classifying and recom-
mending journals to researchers. (e doc2vec is used to get
better results. (e accuracy of this method was measured at
84.24 percent after testing on Common SCI English pub-
lications in the computing industry to verify the findings. A
unique Graph Neural Network for Reciprocal Recommen-
dation (GraphRR) was suggested for exploiting multiplex
user interactions in the research written by Chang et al. [17].
To display each user’s preference, attraction, and likeness,
three ego graphs are created for each user depending on the
directions of interaction. (en, multiplexity-aware GNN
modules are applied to measure participation. Extensive
tests were conducted on large-scale real-world online
gaming datasets from NetEase Games, which demonstrated
the system’s good performance.

As it is clear from the reviewed researches, recommender
systems used in different fields and have of special impor-
tance. Studies shown that usingmachine learning techniques
in this field is high and could be developed due to the nature
of artificial intelligence methods. In Table 1, a summary of
the reviewed related works is given.
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3. Proposed System

(is paper aims to propose a new way as an effective ap-
proach based on the use of particle swarm optimization and
ensemble methods for friend recommendation in social
network. Details of the proposed system are shown in
Figure 1.

(e proposed system of this research uses particle swarm
optimization algorithm to select effective features. Each
particle in this method represents a set of characteristics that
iteratively progress toward the best answer. In this algo-
rithm, a particle that chooses the optimal attributes for the
issue is ultimately chosen. (e method used to learn the
objective function of the particle swarm optimization al-
gorithm involves a stacked model of several machine
learning algorithms.

(ere are several ways to learn the model, and usually
each of them has power in a particular area, and to use one
of them, the necessary studies must be done to understand
how they work. (ere is no algorithm that is always the
best, and each approach performs differently depending
on the data and the situation. (is is a key concept in these
algorithms and models. In these situations, combining the
output of many classifiers is preferable than selecting a
specific approach or technique. Since each of them may
have different strengths and weaknesses, it is expected that
their participation would have a good compensatory
effect.

One of the best and most effective combining methods
is the use of stacking technique in which multiple models
are combined.(is method is used to increase the accuracy
of models and improve results and reliability in a wide
range of business and research programs. Stacking is a

learning-based method, which combines multiple classi-
fication models or regression models. (ere are two stages
to the categorization process based on this model. (e
output of the first level of classifiers serves as the input for
the classifiers at the second level in the stacking approach.
In other words, it can be said that classifier prediction at
one level is considered as a feature for the next level
classifier.

In this regard, in the proposed method of this research,
XGBoost methods and two forms of random forest are
implemented for the first level. (e results of the first-level
algorithms are used in logistic regression, which is imple-
mented in the second level of the proposed system. Finally,
the obtained results are used as the fitness result in the
objective function of the particle swarm optimization
algorithm.

3.1. Data Preparation. (e link prediction collection has
been used. (is collection could be find at Noesis, nd.
(is collection of information has collected 22 networks
from different sources and fields. (is dataset includes a
wide range of different features and information. A
summary of the information in these datasets is given in
Table 2. Name of the network, number of nodes, number
of edges, average degree, average clustering coefficient,
and average length of shortest route, dimension, het-
erogeneity, and assortativity are all listed in the table
from left to right [21]. BUP dataset and a few additional
datasets were used to test the proposed system. (e BUP
dataset represents the network information of political
blogs. (is dataset includes 105 nodes, 441 links, and 8.4
degrees (Table 2).

Table 1: Summary of related works.

Research Field Method Dataset

[7] Link prediction Encoder-LSTM-decoder (E-LSTM-D) system
CONTACT, ENRON,

RADOSLAW, FB-FORUM,
LKML

[8] Link prediction K-NN, MLP, bagging, SVM, and decision tree Collected dataset

[9] Recommendation system in
social network SRM-MF Actual dataset, Book-Crossing

[10] Link prediction applications
Selected feature method with SVM, K-NN, simple
Bayesian, CART, random forest, and multilayer

perceptron

Microsoft Academic Network,
Amazon, and Flickr

[11] Link prediction ICLA-EC-TSLP Hep-th, Hep-ph, Astro-ph,
Email-Enron, CollegeMsg

[12] Link prediction Line graph neural networks 14 various datasets

[13] Friend recommendation system Random Forest Classifier, XGBoost, Light GBM,
and Cat Boost Facebook dataset

[14] Friend recommendation system Random forest Facebook recruiting

[15] Research recommendation
system Collaborative filtering Collected dataset

ZhengWei
et al. [16]

Classification and
recommendation of academic

journals
XGBoost with doc2vec Common SCI English journals

Chang et al.
[17] Reciprocal recommendation GraphRR Real-world large-scale online

games from NetEase Games
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3.1.1. Normalization. Normalization is an operation on raw
data that rescale the data or transform the data so that each
attribute has a uniform contribution. Doing this will solve the
problem of dominant features and outliers. Based on statis-
tical criteria, there are many techniques for normalizing data

within a certain range. (e Z-score normalizing approach is
used in this case for normalization. In this method, the criteria
of mean and standard deviation are used to rescale the data so
that the resulting features have a zero mean and a unit
variance.

Initialize PSO parameters

Evaluate particles

Update particles

Input Data

Pre-processing

Data normalization

Data splitting No YesAre condition
meet?

XGBoostTraining data

Testing data

Random forest 2Random forest 1

Testing final model with selected features

Result and evaluation

logistic regression

Final prediction

Figure 1: Proposed system.

Table 2: Topological properties of networks [21].

Name |V| |E| k C ASPL D H r
UPG 4941 6594 2.67 0.08 18.99 46 1.4504 0.0035
HPD 8756 32331 7.38 0.11 4.19 14 4.5133 −0.051
ERD 6927 11850 3.42 0.12 3.78 4 12.6708 −0.1156
YST 2284 6646 5.82 0.13 4.29 11 2.8479 −0.0991
EML 1133 5451 9.62 0.22 3.61 8 1.9421 0.0782
ADV 5155 39285 15.24 0.25 3.22 9 5.4060 −0.0951
KHN 3772 12718 6.74 0.25 3.63 12 9.422 −0.1205
PGP 10680 24316 4.55 0.27 7.49 24 4.1465 0.2382
CEG 297 2148 14.46 0.29 2.46 5 1.8008 −0.1632
LDG 8324 41532 9.98 0.31 4.37 16 6.188 −0.0997
SMG 1024 4916 9.6 0.31 2.98 6 3.9475 −0.1925
ZWL 6651 54182 16.29 0.32 3.85 10 2.5851 0.0006
INF 410 2765 13.49 0.46 3.63 9 1.3876 0.2258
BUP 105 441 8.4 0.49 3.08 7 1.4207 −0.1279
HTC 7610 15751 4.14 0.49 5.68 19 2.0986 0.2939
CGS 6158 11898 3.86 0.49 3.62 14 3.9467 0.2426
GRQ 5241 14484 5.53 0.53 5.05 17 3.0523 0.6593
EMT 2426 16630 13.71 0.54 3.15 10 3.1011 0.0474
FBK 4024 87887 43.68 0.59 3.98 13 2.432 0.0707
UAL 332 2126 12.81 0.63 2.74 6 3.4639 −0.2079
CDM 16264 47594 5.85 0.64 5.82 18 2.2087 0.1846
NSC 1461 2742 3.75 0.69 2.59 17 1.8486 0.4616
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Each instance, xi,n, of the data is transformed into x′i,n as
follows:

X’
i,n �

Xi,n − μi
σi

, (1)

where μ and σ denote the mean and standard deviation of ith
feature, respectively [22].

3.1.2. Feature Engineering. Nod2vec and NetworkX
packages are used for feature engineering in this research.
One of the introduced solutions for selecting features
from a graph is known as Node2Vec. Node2vec is a
�exible neighborhood sampling strategy that allows us to
gently interpolate between BFS (Breadth First Search) and
DFS (Depth First Search). �is method is implemented by
developing a biased �exible random walking method that
can explore neighbors in both BFS and DFS methods [20].

A randomwalk is de�ned by two parameters p and q. We
assume that the current random walking position is node v.
�e position of the previous step is node t. In order to
determine the next position, the probabilities of πvx transfer
at the edges (v, x) leading to v must be evaluated. We set the
probability of anomalous transfer to πvx� αpq (t, x)·wvx. In
particular, αpq is de�ned as follows:

αpq �

1
p
, dtx � 0,

1, dtx � 1,

1
q
, dtx � 2,




(2)

where dtx de�nes the shortest distance between node t and
node x, and the value of dtx must be 0, 1, or 2. �e p pa-
rameter controls the possibility of revisiting a node during a
random walk. When the p value is high, the visited nodes are
rarely sampled. �is strategy promotes moderate explora-
tion and eliminates redundant sampling across two hops.
Alternatively, if p is small, the walk is directed backward by
one step (Figure 2), keeping it “local” and near to the initial
node u.

�e q parameter allows the search to distinguish be-
tween “local” and “global” nodes. As shown in Figure 2, if
q > 1, a random walk is more likely to be sampled from
nodes around the node. BFS samples the nodes in a small
location. Conversely, if q < 1, the random walk is farther
away from v, which can receive more general information
about the features. �erefore, the distance between the
sampling node and the given source node does not in-
crease strictly [21].

Recently, huge amounts of network data in various �elds
such as web pages, social networks, and power grids are
being generated and collected. NetworkX package was
created in April 2005 to analyze these massive and complex
networks in Python [22]. �is Python package is intended
for building, modifying, and researching the composition

and operation of complicated networks. A variety of net-
works or diagrams are shown using its data structures.
In contrast to many other technologies, NetworkX is ex-
tremely versatile and built to handle data at a scale ap-
propriate for contemporary issues. In this package, nodes
can represent any object in Python, and edges can contain
arbitrary data. In Figure 3, a graph plot of BUP data that
created by NetworkX is shown. �is �gure shows the nodes
and how they (edges) are connected.

3.1.3. Data Splitting. To implement and evaluate the e�-
ciency of the proposed system, the data studied in this re-
search are divided into two segments: training data and test
data. In this classi�cation, 70% of the total data examined is
used for system training. To evaluate the system, the
remaining 30% is considered as test data.

3.2. Classi�cation Model. In these methods, classi�ers had
been combined to produce better predictions compared with
single-level models. To do this, the stacking technique is used
to implement several consecutive classi�ers. As mentioned
in the proposed system, several XGBoost is execution
technique to increase the accuracy and performance of the
Gradient Boosting Machine (GBM) and especially to in-
crease the classi�cation accuracy of regression trees pro-
posed in [23], and two random forest algorithms have been
ran in the �rst level, and �nally, logistic regression model is
one of the statistical tools used for data analysis, in which the
relationship between a dependent variable and independent
variables de�ned based on a series of observational values
[24] and in the second level combined with them sequen-
tially. �e results of the �rst-level classi�ers combined as the
input of the second level and the �nal prediction in the
second level are based on the results obtained from the �rst
level.

t

apq =1/p

apq =1

apq =1/q

apq =1/q

V

X1

X3

X2

Figure 2: Node selection in Node2Vec algorithm. �e current
position in a random walk is at node v, and the previous step is at
node (t). In this example, x1, x2, and x3 are neighbors.�e values of
apq are calculated based on the distance between v and t. [21].
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Because of the regular and parallel processing,
XGBoost outperforms GBM. (is approach integrates all
predictors simultaneously for enhanced training [25]. (e
XGBoost algorithm is a system that successively generates
decision trees. (is algorithm can perform calculations
relatively faster than all computing environments.
XGBoost is widely used in modeling and classification for
its performance.

Many decision trees grow in the classification of
random forest algorithms, which is a batch algorithm. A
decision tree algorithm can easily perform classification
operations on events. (e random forest algorithm uses
several decision trees. In fact, a set of decision trees to-
gether produce a forest, and this forest can make better
decisions (than a tree). In general, the decision tree is
prone to overtraining and has little generalizability. (e
volatility of the decision tree’s findings in the presence of
noise in the input data is another drawback. A slight shift
in learning patterns during the construction of a decision
tree may result in significant changes to the tree’s
structure. Random forest, which operates by averaging the
outcomes of all decision trees, is used to tackle these
issues. (e most important feature of stochastic forests is
their high performance to measure the importance of
variables, thus determining the role of each variable in
predicting the response [26].

3.3. Feature Selection. In solving many problems, machine
learning methods have difficulty in dealing with a large
number of input features. One of the most crucial strategies
in data preparation and feature selection is crucial for the
efficient and accurate use of machine learning technologies.
One of the important steps in the machine learning process
is feature selection. (is process identifies relevant features

and removes irrelevant and additional data [27]. (is pro-
cess speeds up data mining algorithms, improves prediction
accuracy, and increases comprehensibility. Irrelevant fea-
tures are those that do not provide any useful information,
and additional features do not provide more information
than currently selected features.

In the proposed method of this research, particle
swarm optimization algorithm is used to select the fea-
tures. In this section, more relevant features are selected
so that the performance of the friend recommender
system is improved. (e particle swarm optimization
algorithm is a social search algorithm based on the social
behavior and regular collective movements of birds and
fish [28]. Despite the limited ability of each particle to find
the best pattern, their collective behavior has a great
ability to find the best path (in other words the best answer
to optimization problems) as the position of each particle
changes based on the particle’s experience in previous
movements and neighboring particle experiences. In fact,
each particle is aware of its superiority or lack of supe-
riority over neighboring particles as well as the whole
group.

Two perspectives were considered to model the
order in the collective movement of these particles. One
dimension is the social interactions between group
members, and the other dimension is the individual
superiority that each group member may have. In the
first dimension, all members of the group are obliged
to always change their position by following the best
person in the group. In the second dimension, it is
necessary for each member to keep in their memory the
best situation they have personally experienced and to
have a tendency toward the best perceived situation of
their past. Each of these members may become the leader
of the group so that the other members have the duty to
follow them.

After generating the initial population (particles) and
considering an initial velocity for each particle, the fit-
ness of each particle is calculated based on its position.
Each particle in the search space represents one solution
for the problem and changes its speed based on the best
answer obtained in the particle group (best person in the
group) and the best place that it has ever been. (is
velocity is added to the position of the particle, and a new
position of the particle is obtained. In subsequent iter-
ations, the best particle in terms of fitness helps the other
particles and corrects their motion, and after successive
iterations, the problem will converge towards the opti-
mal answer.

(e position vector for the ith particle with dimension d
is Xi � [xi,1, xi,2, . . . , xi,d]. (e velocity vector is defined as
Vi � [vi,1, vi,2, . . . , vi,d].

During motion, the best position that each particle
can reach during the execution of the algorithm is called
pbest � [pb,1, pb,2, . . . , pb,d], and the best position that all
particles have gained during the execution of the algo-
rithm is called gbest � [gb,1, gb,2, . . . , gb,d]. (e position
and velocity vectors of each particle are defined as
follows:

Figure 3: A graph plot of BUP data that created by NetworkX.
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vi,d(t + 1) � wt · vi,d(t) + c1

· rand1 pbesti,d(t) − xi,d(t)  + c2,

xi,d(t + 1) � xi,d(t) + vi,d(t + 1).

(3)

c 1 is learning coefficient related to personal experiences
of each particle and c2 is learning coefficient related to group
experiences.(e rand1 is random number between [0 1].(e
wt is a control parameter that controls the effect of the
current particle velocity on the next velocity and creates a
balance between the algorithm’s ability to search locally and
globally.

4. Results

In this section, the results of the implementation of proposed
system reviewed. To do this, the performance of the friend
recommender system has been examined in 5 different
modes. In these 5 modes, the XGBoost, first Random Forest,
second Random Forest, Logistic Regression, and the pro-
posed system were used as learning models. First, some of
important parameters considered for different methods are
stated in Table 3.

(e results of this implementation are given in Table 4.(e
values obtained for precision, recall, F-measure, and accuracy
criteria for the mentioned methods for class one are given in
this table. Based on the results of this table, the values of the
criteria if the proposed system is used are 0.68, 0.70, 0.69, and
0.69, respectively. (ese findings demonstrate that if the
suggested stacking strategy is used, the best results are achieved
for every analyzed criterion. Better outcomes than individual
base models are attained in the proposed system because basic

learning models are stacked and their unique capabilities are
used. (e confusion matrix obtained from the stacking for the
train and test data is given in Figure 4. Each column of the
confusion matrix represents a sample of the predicted value,
and each row contains actual sample. To classify two classes,
each member sample will be either positive or negative.
(erefore, for each data sample, four states may occur that are
represented by the confusion matrix.

(e sample is a member of a positive class and is rec-
ognized as a member of the same class (true positive). (e
sample is a member of the positive class and is recognized as
a member of the negative class (false negative).(e sample is
a member of a negative class and is recognized as a member
of the same class (true negative). Finally, the sample is a
member of the negative class and is recognized as a positive
class member (false positive).

Since the elements on the main diameter show the
correct samples (true positive and true negative), as shown
in Figure 4 for the training dataset, their sum is equal to the
total number of samples. (e values of the elements on the
subdiameter show the incorrect samples (false negative and
false positive), which are zero for the training dataset.
(erefore, the confusion matrix for training data showed the
highest possible performance.

(e confusion matrix findings for the test data show that
there are not many false positive instances or false negative
cases, which is acceptable. (is demonstrates how well the
suggested stacking approach works in both classes.

4.1. Results forOtherDatasets. In this section, the proposed
method on other datasets was also examined. (ese
datasets are INF, CEG, and UAL, respectively. (e results

Table 3: Some of important parameters considered for different methods.

Method Parameters

XGBoost

Number of boosting stages� 100
loss function� “log_loss”

Learning rate� 0.1
Maximum depth of the individual regression estimators� 3

RandomForest_1 (e number of trees in the forest� 20 measures the quality of a split� “gini”
(e number of features to consider when looking for the best split� “sqrt (n_features)”

RandomForest_2 (e number of trees in the forest� 30 measures the quality of a split� “gini”
(e number of features to consider when looking for the best split� “sqrt (num of features)”

Logistic regression Solver� “lbfgs” penalty term� “L2”
Tolerance for stopping criteria� 1e-4

Table 4: Result for class 1 in BUP dataset.

Precision Recall F-measure Accuracy
XGBoost 0.59 0.57 0.58 0.59
RandomForest_1 (n_estimators� 20) 0.67 0.63 0.65 0.66
RandomForest_2 (n_estimators� 30) 0.66 0.64 0.65 0.65
Logistic regression 0.58 0.59 0.59 0.58
Proposed method 0.68 0.70 0.69 0.69
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of applying di£erent methods to INF dataset are listed in
Table 5.

�e results of applying di£erent methods to CEG dataset
are listed in Table 6.

�e results of applying di£erent methods to UAL dataset
are listed in Table 7.

As can be observed, the suggested method performs
rather well on the investigated datasets. �e �ndings from
the INF and UAL datasets demonstrated that the suggested
system of this study outperformed the alternative algorithms
in every analyzed criterion. In these two experiments,
Random Forest_2 had the best performance after the pro-
posed system. In testing the methods on CEG dataset,
Random Forest_2 performed better in the precision and
accuracy criteria, and the proposed system performed better
in the recall and F-measure criteria. However, due to the fact
that in the case of this study, overlooked cases (false neg-
atives) are more costly than false alarms (false positive), and
recall is more important than other criteria. �erefore, like
the other two datasets, the proposed system of this research
performs better on this dataset.

4.2. Research Limitations. Because a portion of the meth-
odology utilized in this work is based on stacking several
machine learning techniques, training the system takes a
disproportionately long amount of time. �e training pro-
cedure for huge graphs might take a long time if hardware
resources were limited. For future work, according to the
stated point, one can focus on reducing system training time.
Applying intelligent sampling methods and using a subset of
data for the training process can be considered.

5. Conclusion

In this research, a friend recommender system based on
a combination of XGBoost, random forest, and logistics
regression techniques is proposed. �e results of this
approach’s implementation of XGBoost methods and
two types of random forests were integrated using the
stacking method and the logistics regression algorithm.
�e particle swarm optimization algorithm in this
method chooses the most e�cient characteristics to
achieve the highest e�ciency. For better investigation, in
addition to the proposed stacking system, XGBoost-
based system, linear regression, and random forest were
implemented �e results of this comparison showed that
the proposed stacking system can achieve higher pre-
cision, recall, F-measure, and accuracy than other
implemented approaches. �is system has been able to
make good diagnoses in both existing classes and achieve
good results.

Table 5: Result for class 1 in INF dataset.

Precision Recall F-measure Accuracy
XGBoost 0.66 0.63 0.69 0.67
RandomForest_1
(n_estimators� 20) 0.71 0.67 0.69 0.70

RandomForest_2
(n_estimators� 30) 0.71 0.67 0.69 0.70

Logistic regression 0.53 0.53 0.53 0.53
Proposed method 0.73 0.68 0.70 0.71

Table 6: Result for class 1 in CEG dataset.

Precision Recall F-measure Accuracy
XGBoost 0.57 0.54 0.55 0.57
RandomForest_1
(n_estimators� 20) 0.65 0.61 0.63 0.64

RandomForest_2
(n_estimators� 30) 0.66 0.62 0.64 0.65

Logistic regression 0.53 0.54 0.54 0.53
Proposed method 0.63 0.66 0.64 0.64

Table 7: Result for class 1 in UAL dataset.

Precision Recall F-measure Accuracy
XGBoost 0.65 0.64 0.64 0.64
RandomForest_1
(n_estimators� 20) 0.68 0.68 0.68 0.68

RandomForest_2
(n_estimators� 30) 0.68 0.68 0.68 0.68

Logistic regression 0.63 0.59 0.61 0.62
Proposed method 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75
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Figure 4: Confusion matrix for proposed method for BULP dataset. Left �gure is for training, and right �gure is for testing dataset.
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6. Introducing the Tool

Python programming language is used to implement the
proposed solution. Python is a powerful programming
language that is easy for people to learn. High-level data
structures in this programming language are very effi-
cient, and object-oriented programming is made pos-
sible. Python Interpreter and the extensive standard
library are freely available on all major platforms on the
Python website [29]. For the Python programming
language, there are several libraries on machine learning
and data mining issues. (ese features have led to the
widespread use of this language in the field of artificial
intelligence.

Appendix

Some of the codes used in this article are shown in this
appendix.

Load Data
with open (“Dataset\\files\\INF_full.net”) as f:

fb_links� f.read ().splitlines ()
counter� 0
for tmp in fb_links:

counter +� 1
if (tmp� � “∗ edges”):
break;

fb_links� fb_links[counter:]
Process Graph Data
node_list_1� []
node_list_2� []
for i in tqdm (fb_links):

node_list_1.append (i.split (“ ”)[0])
node_list_2.append (i.split (“ ”)[1])

fb_df� pd.DataFrame ({“node_1”: node_list_1, “node
_2”: node_list_2})
G� nx.from_pandas_edgelist (fb_df, “node_1”, “node_
2”, create_using� nx.Graph ())
node_list� node_list_1 + node_list_2
node_list� list (dict.fromkeys (node_list))
adj_G� nx.to_numpy_matrix (G, nodelist� node_list)
all_unconnected_pairs� []
offset� 0
for i in tqdm (range (adj_G.shape[0])):

for j in range (offset, adj_G.shape[1]):
if i !� j:

#print (str (i), str (j))
if nx.shortest_path_length (G, str (i+1), str (j+1))

if adj_G[i,j]� � 0:
all_unconnected_pairs.append ([node_list

[i],node_list[j]])

offset� offset + 1
node_1_unlinked� [i[0] for i in all_unconnected_pairs]
node_2_unlinked� [i[1] for i in all_unconnected_pairs]
data� pd.DataFrame ({“node_1”:node_1_unlinked,
“node_2”: node_2_unlinked}) data[“link”]� 0
initial_node_count� len (G.nodes)
fb_df_temp� fb_df.copy ()
omissible_links_index� []
for i in tqdm (fb_df.index.values):

G_temp� nx.from_pandas_edgelist (fb_df_temp.-
drop (index� i), “node_1”, “node_2”, crea-
te_using� nx.Graph ())

if (nx.number_connected_components (G_temp)
� � 1) and (len (G_temp.nodes)� � initial_node
_count):
omissible_links_index.append (i)
fb_df_temp� fb_df_temp.drop (index� i)
Balancing Data
ytrain� np.reshape (ytrain.values, (-1, 1))
total_train� np.append (xtrain, ytrain, axis� 1)
total_train_class0� total_train[total_train[:,-1]� � 0]
total_train_class1� total_train[total_train[:,-1]� � 1]
total_train_class0_sampled� total_train_class0[0:
total_train_class1.shape[0],:]
totalTrainBalanced� np.append (total_train_class0
_sampled, total_train_class1, axis� 0)
xtrain� totalTrainBalanced[:, 0: totalTrainBalanced.
shape[1]-1]
ytrain� totalTrainBalanced[:, -1]
ytest� np.reshape (ytest.values, (-1, 1))
total_test� np.append (xtest, ytest, axis� 1)
total_test_class0� total_test[total_test[:,-1]� � 0]
total_test_class1� total_test[total_test[:,-1]� � 1]
total_test_class0_sampled� total_test_class0[0:total_-
test_class1.shape[0],:]
totalTestBalanced� np.append (total_test_class0_samp
led, total_test_class1, axis� 0)
xtest� totalTestBalanced[:, 0: totalTestBalanced.shape
[1]-1]
ytest� totalTestBalanced[:, -1]
Modeling and Evaluation
def confusion_matrix_scorer (clf, X, y):

y_pred� clf.predict (X)
cm� confusion_matrix (y, y_pred)
return {“accuracy”: accuracy_score (y, y_pred),

“precision”: precision_score (y, y_pred),
“recall”: recall_score (y, y_pred),
“f1”: f1_score (y, y_pred),}

def numpy2dataframe (nparray):
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panda_df� pd.DataFrame (data� nparray,
index� [“Row_” + str (i+ 1)
for i in range (nparray.shape[0])],
columns� [“Column_” + str (i+ 1)
for i in range (nparray.shape[1])])

return panda_df
def showReuslt (clf, xtrain, xtest, ytrain, ytest):
print (“-------------Train Result----------------”)
y_pred� predictions� clf.predict (xtrain)
plot_confusion_matrix (clf, xtrain, ytrain)
print (classification_report (ytrain, y_pred))
print (“-------------Test Result----------------”)
y_pred� predictions� clf.predict (xtest)
plot_confusion_matrix (clf, xtest, ytest)
print (classification_report (ytest, y_pred))

maxScore� 0
final_xTrain� []
final_xTest� []
def objective_function_topass (model, X_train, y_train,
X_valid, y_valid):

global maxScore
global final_xTrain
global final_xTest
model.fit (X_train, y_train)
P� accuracy_score (y_valid, model.predict (X_valid))

# accuracy_score, precision_score, f1_score, recall_score
if (P>maxScore):
maxScore� P
final_xTrain�X_train
final_xTest�X_valid

return P
estimators� [ (“xg”, GradientBoostingClassifier (n_esti
mators� 100, learning_rate� 1.0, max_depth� 1,
random_state� 0)),

(“rf_1”, RandomForestClassifier (n_estimators� 20,
random_state� 10)),

(“rf_2”, RandomForestClassifier (n_estimators� 30,
random_state� 100))]
clf� StackingClassifier (

estimators� estimators, final_estimator� Logistic
RegressionCV ()
)
algo_object�ParticleSwarmOptimization (objective_-
function_topass, n_iteration� 10, population_
size� 10, minimize� False)
best_feature_list� algo_object.fit (clf, xtrain_df,
pd.DataFrame (ytrain), xtest_df, pd.DataFrame (ytest),
verbose�True)
#plot your results algo_object.plot_history ()

Data Availability

(e data are tabulated in the article and included in the
appendix.
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